**Offense Rolls As Danes Win First Scrimmage**

The Danes' offense was on the mark Saturday as they defeated the SUNYA defense by a score of 10-0. The game was held at SUNYA's home field and was the first of two exhibition games scheduled for the season.

**Corning Delays Housing Bill: Meets SA Officials**

Mayor Eratua B. Corning decided to hold off on signing the unpopular housing bill, saying it would be too controversial and too difficult to enforce. The bill was passed by the SUNYA Student Association (SUNYA SA) in a 44-1 vote, with only one no vote from the Brown Council. The mayor's decision came after meeting with SUNYA SA executive council members and other SA leaders to discuss the bill's provisions.

**Council Votes to Fund PIRG**

The SUNYA Student Association (SUNYA SA) executive council voted 42-1 in favor of funding the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) at SUNYA. The council members expressed support for PIRG's work in advocating for consumer rights and environmental protection. The decision came after several months of debate and discussion about the group's funding needs.

**Boothes Take on England**

The SUNYA Student Association (SUNYA SA) executive council voted 42-1 in favor of funding the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) at SUNYA. The council members expressed support for PIRG's work in advocating for consumer rights and environmental protection. The decision came after several months of debate and discussion about the group's funding needs.


**Carey Runs Away With Race**

By David Shaffer

Edith Carey wins the Democratic primary.

**Primary Results**

**ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) -** Here are the results of the New York primary elections.

- Robert F. Kennedy wins the Democratic primary for president.
- Jacob Javits wins the Republican primary for senator.
- Nelson A. Rockefeller wins the Republican primary for governor.
- Malcolm Wilson wins the Democratic primary for lieutenant governor.
- Mario Cuomo wins the Democratic primary for attorney general.
- Harold Stevens wins the Democratic primary for public service commissioner.
- Jacob Javits wins the Republican primary for state comptroller.
- James S. Oudin wins the Democratic primary for state controller.
- John J. Dingell wins the Democratic primary for U.S. congressman.
- John H. Moynihan wins the Republican primary for U.S. congressman.
- Jacob Javits wins the Republican primary for U.S. senator.
- Edmund R. Hannon wins the Democratic primary for U.S. senator.
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**Sanford Keeps Stiff Upper Lip**

By Doug Carlson

Despite the fact that Sanford himself often tells his overzealous editors to be damned if he can't have a story, the 17th District Rep. insists he's the last one who's worried about the media.

"Politics is not a contact sport," Sanford explained, "but I do want to keep a pretty close eye on what they're up to." With a student body of 19,000, Sanford would be a little embarrassed to know that he's not the only student at the campus who gets a letter from some student who's upset with the press.

"It's not that they're upset," he continued. "It's just that they're up there in the public eye a lot more than we are." Sanford is the king Sadler, the 17th District Rep., according to the current student body at his alma mater. Sanford said he's been getting a lot of praise for his handling of the media, especially since he became an editor-in-chief of the yearbook.

"I think the students appreciate the fact that I'm not afraid to speak out," Sanford said. "I'm not afraid to take a stand." Sanford said he's been getting a lot of praise from his colleagues at the university, especially since he became an editor-in-chief of the yearbook.

"I think the students appreciate the fact that I'm not afraid to speak out," Sanford said. "I'm not afraid to take a stand." Sanford said he's been getting a lot of praise from his colleagues at the university, especially since he became an editor-in-chief of the yearbook.

"I think the students appreciate the fact that I'm not afraid to speak out," Sanford said. "I'm not afraid to take a stand." Sanford said he's been getting a lot of praise from his colleagues at the university, especially since he became an editor-in-chief of the yearbook.

"I think the students appreciate the fact that I'm not afraid to speak out," Sanford said. "I'm not afraid to take a stand." Sanford said he's been getting a lot of praise from his colleagues at the university, especially since he became an editor-in-chief of the yearbook.
**PAPPY’S AND STATION W.O.K. BANJO JAMBOREE!**

"IF YOU’RE A BANJO FREAK COME TO THE PUB, BUB!"

There are two kinds of banjo freaks: those that play and those that listen. If you’re either kind, Saturday, September 28 is your kind of day. Because Pappy’s Family Fun Pub and station W.O.K. are throwing an incredible Banjo Jamboree and Contest.

**IF YOU’RE A PLAYER**

If you play a great banjo, (or even a not so great banjo) just haul your frail body down to Pappy’s and fill out an entry form.

**IF YOU’RE A LISTENER**

If you just love listening to banjos, there’s only one thing better than a five hour banjo jamboree and that’s a free five hour banjo jamboree. If you’re a banjo freak (and there are two kinds of banjo freaks: them that are and them that aren’t), just haul your frail body down to Pappy’s and fill out an entry form.

**IF YOU’RE A WINNER**

We’ve got $1,500 set aside as prize money for our contest winners. In the senior division, we’ll give $400 first prizes and $200 second prizes for both picking and strumming. ($100 first prizes in our junior division). There will also be a special prize for the person with the best presentation, personality, showmanship and costume. What’s more, we figure everybody should be some kind of winner, so from noon to 5 PM on Saturday, the 28th, our pizza will be 1/2 price, and our “Pappy Burger Special” will be $1.50 instead of $1.95.

So come with your family to Pappy’s on September 28. You’re in for a lot of fun the Pub, Bub.
He was very much into material possessions. He owned an expensive stereo, a car, a toaster oven and a hot pot. Only Al owned clothes. Naturally, he had a digital alarm clock.

Despite the fact that he was a pensive athlete, the way he was so well-off all the possessions his equipment was always the best. Everyone else wore numbers but Al had expensive foreign made athletic shoes. Since his father was an engineer for an electronics firm he was kept well off and bought anything he wanted. While the rest of us struggled to make ends meet, he never failed to whip a ten out of his pocket even when he needed cash.

One of the things Al had going for him was that he was brilliant. He always knew what the professors wanted and did what they themselves would have done. Only he was better. All that he lacked was creativity. The courses he took were those which required the least amount of imagination. Math and economics were his majors but he had many through social welfare courses to make it easier if he had had to work over. He might have been braver in his love to help people, many people. Yet the rest of us never got very close to him in any way.

From the moment I met Al, I had a feeling that my confidence was not strong enough for me to talk to him even if it was just a kick at one or two female. This was an important thing to find out about Al. It wasn't that he was obnoxious and wanted to insult people. There was none of hiscondescending nature that a belief that he was better than the rest of us.

But as I got to know Al I discovered the obvious. He was the person I had been looking for all my life. Not only was he the person I had been looking for, he was the person I had been looking for. He was the person I had been looking for. He was the person I had been looking for.

It so happened that there were a few girls in town who Al liked. And I talked to her about them without any success. I found that Al's father had tried to his father was quite well off and had a digital alarm clock. His older sister, who despised him, only had a digital alarm clock.

I was with a group of people around him while he was having women troubles. He had a digital alarm clock. This was not uncommon. He was having women troubles. I needed a kick in the butt myself to ask out a girl. I decided to inject a little initiative into the bargain in small letters Texas Instruments, 1954, and refered to as "your son." This was not uncommon. He was having women troubles. It was a kick.

Dad Gave Him Everything

by Paul Patte

Al was never seen with anyone but he looked like a hardworking student. He was very much into material possessions. He owned an expensive stereo, a car, a toaster oven and a hot pot. Only Al owned clothes. Naturally, he had a digital alarm clock.

Despite the fact that he was a pensive athlete, the way he was so well-off all the possessions his equipment was always the best. Everyone else wore numbers but Al had expensive foreign made athletic shoes. Since his father was an engineer for an electronics firm he was kept well off and bought anything he wanted. While the rest of us struggled to make ends meet, he never failed to whip a ten out of his pocket even when he needed cash.

One of the things Al had going for him was that he was brilliant. He always knew what the professors wanted and did what they themselves would have done. Only he was better. All that he lacked was creativity. The courses he took were those which required the least amount of imagination. Math and economics were his majors but he had many through social welfare courses to make it easier if he had had to work over. He might have been braver in his love to help people, many people. Yet the rest of us never got very close to him in any way.

From the moment I met Al, I had a feeling that my confidence was not strong enough for me to talk to him even if it was just a kick at one or two female. This was an important thing to find out about Al. It wasn't that he was obnoxious and wanted to insult people. There was none of hiscondescending nature that a belief that he was better than the rest of us.
LITTLE GREEN MEN ARE ATTACKING
by Joseph Dougherty

There is a well-earned mood of invasiveness tonight. The International Film Group is showing three hours of whippings and disembowelments at the site of a two-microwave film from the American O'Phime Wizard's eye. The Wizard of 'Parallax', the film, The War of the Worlds by Ray Bradbury and Fred Seal's Earth from the Flying Saucers.

The film has some very effective sequences in the same way as the hero (suggested, Gene Barry) and the Martian's daughter (suggested, by Howard Hughes and Fred Seal's) earth and level from the flying saucers. The two films will be shown Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. The films are quite well by Gordon Jennings and anyone wishing to write is welcome. If you come, you probably will not be bothered by groups of outer space bad guys.

By no means is the picture a literal depiction of the film which are not), that the little fellow's insides are being twisted into another Monolithic Milestone in the film blairs out, that the little fellow's.
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The film was made on a much tighter budget than the film and, unable to spend large sums to build massive sets, the films were found. The hero's trip to the drug store to get his medicine, as this film is
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Due to the Holidays the ASP will not publish next week.

Any group sponsoring an activity they wish printed in "This Weekend" must submit their scheduled activity to CC, Rm.334 by Tuesday for the following Friday issue.

Contest Rules

Answers must be submitted to the Albany Student Press office (CC236) by Monday at 3 p.m. Subscription to the Albany Student Press will be awarded only to a small number of correct answers. Answers must be submitted on an entry form, available from the Student Press office, CC 205.

Entries will be judged on creativity and are due by Monday at 3 p.m.

Each correct answer is worth one point.

The contestant with the highest total score will receive a prize.

The winner will be announced in the next issue of the Albany Student Press.

WAUSA SPORTS

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SPORTS COVERAGE

IN THE CAPITAL DISTRICT

4 LIVE REPORTS DAILY, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:

9:30 AM
6:30 PM
10:50 PM AS PART OF EARWITNESS NEWS

MIDNIGHT

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY: 11:30 AM

PLUS ALL LIVE BROADCASTS OF THE ALBANY GREAT DANE FOOTBALL GAMES

(WITH THE FIRST GAME ON SAT. AFTERNOON, SEPT. 21 FROM HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY)

WSUA THE SPORTY 640!!!

Solution to last week's puzzle on facing page.

ALBANY STUDENT PRESS PAGE A4 SEPTEMBER 13, 1974
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Gallery Show a Goulash

Albany's Past and More

by Alice Friedmann

A book you really need to see is a collection ofAlbert Einstein's writings and papers called "The Collected Works of Albert Einstein." This book contains many of Einstein's most important papers and essays, including his famous paper on the special theory of relativity. The collection is edited by Hans Albert Einstein, the son of Albert Einstein, and covers a wide range of topics in physics and philosophy.

Artwork

The American Porcelain Tradition

The American Porcelain Tradition is a book about the history of porcelain production in America. It traces the development of porcelain-making in the United States from its early days to the present. The book is written by the noted historian of American art, James G. H. Davis.

The Albany Institute of History and Art

The Albany Institute of History and Art is a museum located in Albany, New York. It is dedicated to preserving and interpreting the history of Albany and the surrounding area.

The Art Gallery is featuring the works of the area artists.

Albany's Past and More

The book "Albany's Past and More" is a collection of essays and articles about the history of Albany. It covers a wide range of topics, from the city's early days to the present. The contributors include historians, artists, and writers from the Albany area.

C.S.N.Y. et al, Too Much

The concert of C.S.N.Y. et al, Too Much was a one-time event that took place in the 1960s. It was a collaborative performance by several of the most famous American rock bands of the time, including the Grateful Dead, the Jefferson Airplane, and the Alice Cooper Band.

The concert featured a variety of songs and performances, including covers of songs by other artists and original compositions. The performers were known for their dynamic stage presence and powerful vocals, and the concert was a major event in the history of American rock music.

The concert was recorded and released as an album, which has since become a classic of the genre. It remains popular with fans of rock music and is considered a landmark in the history of American rock and roll.
CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

PIONEER JENSEN BSR
HARMON KARDON - ADVENT
KENWOOD - EPI - BSR
SONY - ADVENT - SONY
BOSE - PIONEER - DUAL

TEAC 160
PHILLIPS GA212
SHURE SF62

OUR 9-POINT POLICY:
1. WE BUY ELECTRONICS
2. GRADES A AND B
3. GRAMMOPHONE AND
DISC PLAYER
4. A-1 SATELLITE TV
5. SATELLITE SPEAKER
6. HIGH END EQUIPMENT
7. CLEAN, MINT COND.
8. CUSTOM DESIGN AND
INSTRUCTION
9. LEARN THE INC.

CAR SERVED WITH
PIONEER

CAR SERVED WITH
SONY

SOUNDS GREAT, Inc.
1818 Central Avenue
(Mon. thru Fri. 10 am — 9 pm)
SAT. 10 am — 5:30 pm

CLASSIFIED

NEON PARK
Draft Beer 35c

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
INVITED TO A COOKER
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON SUNDAY
SEPT. 22 AT 2:00 PM
IN THE ASSEMBLY HALL
SPONSORED BY
IS

WASHINGTON PARK
FREE MEDICAL CLINIC
extends quality medical care to
students and community
at no cost.

V.D. tests, counseling, treatment,
follow-up pregnancy tests
referral

407 Hamilton St.
403-0083
Mon. thru Fri. 7 pm — 9 pm

SIG. E. TEACHERS

The SIG. E. TEACHERS needs hundreds
of teachers to serve in Asia, Africa,
and South America. A valuable
experience and teaching opportunities.
Reply page 29

WASHINGTON PARK
FREE MEDICAL CLINIC
extends quality medical care to
students and community
at no cost.

V.D. tests, counseling, treatment,
follow-up pregnancy tests, referral

407 Hamilton St.
403-0083
Mon. thru Fri. 7 pm — 9 pm
modesty is a major component of the Waxtne philosophy. It enables us to gain wisdom and an awareness of our limitations. Without the feeling of pride, we would be unable to perceive our strengths and weaknesses. Without this self-knowledge, we would not be able to improve ourselves or understand others. Our modesty allows us to see ourselves as smaller than we actually are, which keeps us from becoming arrogant and conceited. By recognizing our own limitations, we can approach situations with humility and respect for others. This humility allows us to learn from others and seek their guidance, which is essential for personal growth. Without modesty, we might be prone to self-aggrandizement and egoism, which can lead to conflicts with others and hinder our ability to form meaningful relationships. Therefore, let us cultivate modesty in our daily interactions and recognize its importance in fostering healthy, respectful, and meaningful relationships. Modesty is not just a virtue, but a foundation for true wisdom and understanding.
From the Frog's Mouth

Coping With the Problems

By Judy Dayman

The Women's Group: University Concert Board
presents:

DAVID BROMBERG
JONATHAN EDWARDS
JOHN HAMMOND

Sat. Sept. 14 2 pm

If you’re planning to go home for the Holidays, delay it a few hours. You’ll be glad you did.

PRAY FOR SUN!

In case of rain, show will be moved to the C.C. Ballroom at 2:00PM. Tickets will be $3.00

Look in future ASPs for a comprehensive schedule of this semester's attractions

ELECTIONS

• Student Association Elections will be held October 1 - 3

• Nominations are now open for positions from all living areas on Central Council

• Nominations are also open for one commuter representative to the University Senate and for Class of 1976 Class Council

• Nomination forms may be obtained in the Student Association Office, Campus Center 346

• Nominations are now open for Who's Who.

Nominations close on Friday, September 27 at 5 pm

funded by student association

University Concert Board

SFTFM

and dealing with the diverse concerns of the student body. Unlike other groups who seek positions on the sidelines. Needless to say the reactions to me were not always pleasant, especially those within the group as well as those without, women's liberation work is not a stepping stone for possible action. As an added service of our column we will keep you informed of any developments coming from the Women's Group. At the present time the group is interested in education. One of our goals is to bring the reading public how what's going on and why we are doing it. Through discussion of the topics mentioned. All articles may be submitted to the Frogs' Mouth. Address them to the ASP. We are

Women's Group is a woman. Men students elected and appointed positions. Only one, Our student government still has a gross disproportionateness to males in
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The Women's Group presents.....

THE EXERCISE

a psychodrama by Lewis John Carlino performed by Daedalus Productions of Massachusetts Saturday, Sept. 14 at 8:00PM in the Main Theater of the PAC $1.00 with tax card and ID $2.00 with ID $3.00 for general public.

funded by student association
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Notice to Officers of the Following Groups:

ALBANY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
ALBANY COALITION
ALBANY COALITION FOR SOVIET JEWRY
ALBANY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
AMERICAN BICYCLE CLUB
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY
ALBANY COMMuters BOARD
ALBANY DANCE COUNCIL
BAHA'I CLUB
CHINESE CLUB
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
CAMERA CLUB
ITALIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
GERMAN CLUB
GEOGRAPHY CLUB
ENGLISH STUDENTS COMMITTEE
INDIAN QUAD ASSOCIATION
ITALIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
JUDAICA
JUDAICA
JEWISH STUDENT UNION
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY STUDENT JUDICIAL COMMITTEE
LEONARD COOPER ASSOCIATION
MIDWESTERN SOCIALIST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
MIAMI: Could be 3 Championships in a Row
JETS: Namath Should Keep Things Interesting
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Interest in the Student Government?
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MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS
American Medical College Admissions
Profe

GRID PICKS

Medicine should be no worse than

Funded by Student Association

PALESTINE

by Kenneth Adolphi

With the Miami Dolphins holding a barely

American Football Conference
game in seven weeks.
Here is a brief analysis.

New York: Namath is back
because if he stays healthy, he will

be in almost any game.
Riggins must return to form of two years ago in order for the
touchdown game to gel. Defense is in great shape, so it may

New England: This team has
been made more realistic by its

offensive line, and defense is improved
significantly despite the lack of publicity.

Eastern

Miami: Crossing, Kickett
and Weare are here, but the
team needs to get as good as a good,

They got a great coach in
Ameroso and Brescia, and in your

Cincinnati: They have
some unknowns, but they

are in the best shape, their

quarterback, Joe Ferguson, has
several years of experience
under his belt. The defense is improving
sharply despite the lack of publicity.

Central

Pittsburgh: Joe Gillman
got to the桃


In this tight
division Cleveland could shine.

Detroit over Chicago by 4.

New Orleans over San Francisco
by 2. An upset in the

This is right behind. The choice of

Names are jumping even though

The poster on the right appears at

his enemies have no choice.

Each of us brings to this university

Then we are here to profess our own

But as we enter the season, we

NTIE years have enough
everything to gel. Defense is a

Washington over Kansas City by

Oakland over Buffalo by S.

San Diego: Day Pruitt
in a hard one, but

The defense is set.

KANSAS CITY: LeTtoum
in a hard one, but

San Diego: Day Pruitt
in a hard one, but

3. The Steelers will start off slow

They were in camp longer than

The Eagles have landed and

San Francisco: Accepting kids, but

They have contracts. Houston's

Mike Phipps has to show it now

the offensive line has

Shania system looked recovered. But in

We are simply not against the

New York: Namath is back
because if he stays healthy, he will

be in almost any game. Riggins
must return to form of two years ago
in order for the

1. The Steelbers will start off slow

2. The Lions are tough to figure

3. The Saints are in a league.

4. Experience of the Chiefs

should do it for them though the

5. The Redskins are old but not that

6. The Browns are in a league.

Interested in the Student Government?

Drop by the Student Association Office--
CC 346, Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5 pm
and sign up for an interesting meeting.

S.A. needs aware students who want
to see effective changes.

Important committees and positions need filling immediately:

GRIEVANCES
WAIVER COMMITTEE
COMMUNICATIONS

Drop by S.A.

Funded by S.A.
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RTIE CHALLENGE

BY PATRICK CURRAN

President

Student Association

Two groups have not received
officers in the Student Association.
If you are an officer of any of the above
groups, please come to the
Student Association Office, Campus Center 346, no later than
3 pm, Friday.

SEPTEMBER 8, 1974.
ALL OFFICERS RECOMMEND THAT EACH GROUP'S RECOGNITION BE SUBMITTED
RECOGNITION IF NO OFFICER RESPONDS.
Boothers Kick South Hampton 4-3

By Peter Maggin

The Albany soccer team continued from where they left off last year, with a convincing 4-3 victory over South Hampton Tuesday. The booters opened their regular season Wednesday vs. RPI.

The locals dominated the first half and eventually built up a 4-0 lead. But South Hampton came back to tie twenty minutes into the second half, forcing the committing of a foul in the penalty zone, the resulting free kick beating Obwald.

The Danes' performance should be taken as a warning. Their domination of 1974 set in, and after fifteen minutes South Hampton was trying only to stay on their toes. The Danes continued to control the ball and in the 23rd minute Garroway did it again, forcing the committing of a foul in the penalty zone, the resulting free kick beating Obwald.

A nine-second stomp in Hudson Valley has actually surprised us with one by the booters stepped in it, when the of goalie, entrada. You never stop playing the ball, " said Coach Dan Schoenberg, "the booters played to the best advantage of their team."

"We played the ball too far to the left, the booters didn't know where to place it and the booters had a hard time playing the ball."

Schoenberg's players, as there is all but one of SUNYA's home layout.

"South Hampton scored two quick goals to win."
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